For Immediate Release, December 09, 2010

California Chassis Expands Contract
Manufacturing and Engineering Services
Expansion includes new facility for turnkey electromechanical assembly,
prototyping and short-run production
Anaheim, California – December 9, 2010 – California Chassis (Cal Chassis), a global manufacturer of
telecommunications and network operations center racks, enclosures, and cabinets, today announced it
has expanded its contract manufacturing and engineering services. In a move to better serve and
augment customers’ manufacturing needs, Cal Chassis has started offering customers its expert
electromechanical assembly, prototyping, 3D modeling, short-run production capabilities, and more.
Understanding industries’ evolving production dynamics and policy objectives, Cal Chassis identified a
significant need to help customers accelerate time to market and, often, reduce costs of product
development by expanding its production facilities and providing its military-grade engineering services to
complement and enhance customers’ existing manufacturing capabilities. “Since 1947, Cal Chassis has
long been known as an innovative manufacturer, providing engineering, custom sheet metal fabrication,
wire harnesses, and electromechanical assembly products and services in critical industries, such as
Military, Aerospace, Transportation, Homeland Security, and Telecommunications,” said Cal Chassis
Vice President of Sales William Doyle. “This expansion provides customers with a turnkey virtual
manufacturing arm, further solidifying our commitment to providing value-added products and services.”
Cal Chassis’ contract manufacturing and engineering services program includes a facilities expansion
that complies with industry and government manufacturing and security standards for state-of-the-art
electromechanical assembly and manufacturing. Standards include International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR), and AS9100 B (AS9100 C pending) certifications. It also addresses customerspecific onsite inventory security measures.

Visit us on the web at www.calchassis.com.

About California Chassis
California Chassis is a fully-integrated ISO-9001:2000 and AS9100 B-qualified manufacturer,
encompassing engineering, custom sheet metal fabrication, NEMA enclosures, 19-inch racks, wire
harnesses, and an electromechanical assembly shop. Originally founded in 1947 with a mission to
provide superior products, quality performance, and total customer satisfaction, California Chassis sets
the standard for precision metal fabrication. California Chassis provides innovative solutions capable of
meeting the dynamic requirements of our diverse and expanding clientele.
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